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Abstract 

       The sustainability development has been defined whether in developed countries or 

developing countries as finding the alternative of needs source to keep the main source for 

next generations in order to face their life needs. For instance, this paper tries to investigate 

the predictive relationship between the Economic growth, Environment and Social 

influence whit the sustainability development through Academic staff understanding by 

using census method in distributing around 100 questionnaires survey through the 

academic staff where the statistical tool which will be used for analyzing data is PLS soft 

ware. Furthermore, the main power of the social influence is the scientific knowledge of 

the human being (Academic Staff). 

Key words: Economic growth, Environment, Social influence and sustainability 

development. 

1. Introduction  

Sustainable development is advancement which addresses the issues of the present 

without bargaining the capacity of future ages to address their own issues. The core of 

actuarial science lies in its models. These models frame the reason for the exhortation we 

give to decision-making. The presumptions about the future utilized as a part of these 

models depend on past and current data (Thomson, 2013). The confirmation that the future 

won't resemble the past is expanding and accentuates the prospering requirement for 

maintainability (Plating, 2011). Sustainability, generally refers to environmental, social 

and economic sustainability (Giddings, Hopwood & O‘Brien, 2002; Van der Vorst, Grafe-

Buckens & Sheate, 1999). Climate change is now immovably on the plan of science, the 

callings and governments around the world. Furthermore, as appeared by inquire about as 

of late charged by the Establishment and Staff of Statisticians asset imperatives will 
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influence the economy. These impacts will incorporate basic changes in vitality advertises 

because of the finish of shoddy fossil and atomic powers. Additionally, the limit of the 

Earth to oblige the expansion in squander, effluents, toxins and land utilize changes created 

by a development orientated monetary framework is restricted (Daly, 1996). Such changes 

are already occurring and are having material effects on society. The progressions 

influence ecological maintainability, social supportability and financial manageability. As 

and when these progressions turn out to be more genuine they will truly influence the 

financial presumptions we as statisticians as of now use in our models. Since the future 

won't resemble the past, Jones et al. (operation. cit.) inferred that asset limitations would 

put a cutoff on future monetary development rates and encouraged statisticians to 

―urgently look to comprehend the ramifications of this for their recommendation, 

suspicions and models.‖ Separated from that monograph there is a remarkable 

nonattendance of actuarial writing particularly centered around manageability. This paper 

speaks to an underlying endeavor to formalize the prescient connection between financial 

development, condition and social impact with economical advancement. The extent of 

this exploration prohibits the reasonable items and political issues around the execution 

procedure. Subsequently, before one can comprehend the ramifications of unsustainability 

for actuarial science, one needs to comprehend worries about worldwide maintainability as 

a rule and, specifically, how institutional financial specialists can advance manageability. 

In spite of developing worries about maintainability there is almost no agreement on what 

it implies (Lélé, 1991; Mebratu, 1998; Daly, 1990). 

2. Literature Review & Hypothesis 

Sustainability development concerns will have a material impact on actuarial 

suspicions and future liabilities and on the exhortation gave to customers. In spite of these 

material impacts, the actuarial writing regarding this matter is restricted to asset 

requirements and environmental change. Statisticians exhort or are utilized by institutional 

speculators. As the requirement for institutional financial specialists to advance 

maintainability develops, statisticians need to give answers for how institutional 

speculators can consolidate manageability issues in their venture choices. This requires 

estimating the supportability of the elements our customers put resources into, estimating 

the manageability of our customer's exercises and estimating the impact of maintainability 

on monetary returns. To address the impacts of unsustainability on actuarial models, 

statisticians should display the impact of maintainability on actuarial presumptions by and 
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large and on liabilities specifically. 7.5 Given our aptitudes and involvement in the 

demonstrating of the results of substances exercises in the monetary area, we have a one of 

a kind position in the public eye in respect to different callings to quantify maintainability 

and model the impacts of unsustainability on our suppositions and in the displaying and 

valuation of the liabilities of budgetary establishments. We have to regard the mixed idea 

of our train and perceive that to create results based measures, to accomplish 

supportability, we might need to work with different teaches and draw learning from them. 

Economic Perspective From the perspective of neo-traditional financial hypothesis, 

supportability can be characterized regarding the amplification of welfare after some time. 

(This is thought to be human welfare – the cases of the non-human world emerge when we 

think about the environmental point of view.) Most financial specialists rearrange advance 

by recognizing the expansion of welfare with the augmentation of utility got from 

utilization. While this might be censured as an distortion, it surely incorporates numerous 

vital components of human welfare (sustenance, garments, lodging, transportation, 

wellbeing and instruction administrations, and so on.) and it has the investigative preferred 

standpoint of diminishing the issue to a quantifiable single-dimensional marker. A formal 

monetary examination at that point brings up the issue of whether manageability has any 

legitimacy as a financial idea. As per standard monetary hypothesis, proficient asset 

designation ought to have the impact of expanding utility from utilization. On the off 

chance that we acknowledge the utilization of time marking down as a technique for 

looking at the financial estimations of utilization in various eras, at that point supportability 

seems to amount to just effective asset allotment – an idea officially settled in financial 

matters. One line of feedback of this reductionist way to deal with supportability fixates on 

the utilization of marking down. At a markdown rate of 10%, the estimation of *1 million 

one a long time from now is the same as a simple *72 today. Accordingly it would 

evidently be legitimate to force expenses of up to *1 million on individuals in the year 

2100 to appreciate *72 worth of utilization today. By this rationale, much asset 

consumption and natural harm could be viewed as satisfactory, and even ideal, as indicated 

by a basis of financial effectiveness. The issue is that the utilization of a markdown rate 

verifiably forces a particular decision with respect to the relative welfare of present and 

who and what is to come. Howarth and Norgaard have demonstrated that the decision of a 

markdown rate is identical to a selection of designations among ages (Howarth and 

Norgaard, 1993). Utilization of a present market markdown rate gives undue weight to the 

inclinations of current shoppers. When we consider issues, for example, soil disintegration 
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or air development of ozone depleting substances, where the most harming impacts are felt 

over decades or ages, this makes a solid predisposition against supportability. Therefore to 

accomplish intergenerational value, we should either force a low rebate rate or some sort of 

maintainability govern with respect to asset utilize and natural effects. Cline (1992), for 

instance, has proposed the utilization of a markdown rate of 1.5% for adjusting long haul 

expenses and advantages of worldwide environmental change reduction. Furthermore, the 

Economic  growth hypothesis have been formulated and developed as shown below: 

H1: Economic growth can influence positively on the sustainable development.  

Environment Perspective the earth framework that we rely upon is versatile 

(Ludwig, Walker and Holling, 1997). This implies it can keep up its uprightness or come 

back to a condition of balance after an unsettling influence (Holling, 1973). Be that as it 

may, unexpected moves in the earth framework can make it lose its strength (Scheffer, 

2009) and wind up unsustainable (Lélé, 1998). The earth framework has an arrangement of 

points of confinement or limits inside which balance is kept up (Rockström et al., 2009). 

Exponential development is forcing ever more noteworthy requests on the earth framework 

and putting ever more noteworthy strain on these points of confinement (Holling, 

operation. cit.). Rockström et al. (operation. cit.) distinguished nine planetary limits inside 

which humankind can work securely. These limits depict the key working of the earth 

framework (in the same place.). They measured seven of these limits. They expressed that 

the transgression of no less than one of these limits could prompt an unexpected and 

irreversible change to the worldwide condition. As indicated by their estimations, mankind 

has just transgressed three of the nine planetary limits—environmental change (estimated 

by the CO2 fixation in the climate), rate of biodiversity misfortune (estimated by the rate 

of annihilations per million species) and changes to the worldwide nitrogen cycle—

because of exponential development. Is it better to endeavor to live inside that breaking 

point by tolerating a willful confinement on development? Or then again is it desirable 

over continue developing until the point that some other characteristic farthest point 

emerges, with the expectation that around then another mechanical jump will enable 

development to proceed with still more? For the last a few hundred years human culture 

has taken after the second course so reliably and effectively that the primary decision has 

been everything except forgotten.‖ For the previous inquiry sustainability is imperative 

(Rockström et al., op. cit.), but for the latter it is assumed that the earth system is resilient 

and able to withstand any abrupt disruptions and is therefore also sustainable (Gilding, op. 

cit.). We cannot be that as it may, rely upon innovative progression to help proceeded with 
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development (Ehrlich and Ehrlich, 1990). That would be much the same as taking into 

consideration inserted values on approaches not yet issued and items not yet created. 

Furthermore, Environment Perspective hypothesis have been formulated and developed as 

shown below: 

H2: Environment Perspective can influence positively on the sustainable development.  

Social Influence Promoters of supportable improvement, as noted above, perceive 

the social segment of advancement as a basic piece of the new worldview. A 'human 

advancement' approach underlining issues of essential needs and value is very much 

grounded ever. Anand and Sen (1996) call attention to that worries for these measurements 

of financial advancement begin with the most punctual monetary scholars, and 

differentiation the human improvement way to deal with the riches amplification approach 

that has commanded current financial aspects. Essential needs and value being developed 

have been the focal point of the Assembled Countries Improvement Program's arrangement 

of Human Advancement Reports. Notwithstanding figuring the Human Improvement File, 

which offers an alternate measure of advancement accomplishment from per capita GNP or 

Gross domestic product, the Human Advancement Reports concentrate every year on an 

alternate part of social and financial advancement, (Sen, operation.cit). While the HDI does 

not unequivocally incorporate any ecological measures, the 1994 report talked about the 

connection amongst supportability and value, contending that 'the idea of manageable 

advancement raises the issue of whether introduce ways of life are worthy and whether 

there is any motivation to pass them on to the people to come. Since intergenerational 

value must run as an inseparable unit with intragenerational value, a noteworthy rebuilding 

of the world's pay and utilization examples might be a vital precondition for any feasible 

system of manageable improvement' (UNDP, 1994). The issue of natural supportability is 

entwined with that of destitution and imbalance. The causative relationship runs both ways 

– expanded destitution and loss of rustic employments quickens natural debasement as 

dislodged individuals put more noteworthy weight on timberlands, fisheries, and minimal 

terrains and stress the connection between populace development, social, conditions, and 

asset debasement. takes note of that the social segment of supportability incorporates 

issues of distributional value, arrangement of social administrations, sex value, populace 

adjustment, and political responsibility and cooperation. The relationship of the human 

improvement worldview to maintainability is talked about by Haq (1995) and Chambers 

(1992). Interrelationships between advancement, populace development, and ecological 

supportability are conspicuous in the article of human improvement ideas by Sen (2000). 
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Furthermore, Social Influence hypothesis have been formulated and developed as shown 

below: 

H3: Social Influence can influence positively on the sustainable development. 

3. Research Methodology   

3.1 Data collection methods 

The main purpose of applying a research method is to collect and generate data (Creswell 

2013). For this purpose, two data collection methods will be applied in this study, 

namely primary and secondary data. In terms of the former, a quantitative approach via a 

questionnaire was used. Secondary data (e.g. annual reports, publications books and 

journals, etc.) usually includes existing data previously collected by other scholars and 

considered as valid (Ritchie2013). 

3.2 Translation of the questionnaire  

The current study examines The concept of sustainable development from the 

perspective by staff members academic in the faculty of Economics & commerce where 

the Arabic is the official language. English is rarely used in business, education and 

industry in Libya. Thus, the questionnaire was translated into Arabic to avoid any 

misunderstanding of the questions. In doing so, highlighted a number of techniques for 

translating questionnaires. One has been used in this study, back-to-back translation. This 

technique requires comparing the two questionnaires’ sources to produce the final version. 

3.3 population & Sample selection 

In this study, the questionnaire was distributed in academic staff in the faculty of 

Economics & commerce Al-Khums, In total, 100 questionnaires were distributed. The 

participants in this study were chosen on the basis on their knowledge and experience that 

they have in the Libyan environment, which is made them appropriate for studying the 

concept of sustainable development  and answering the study research question. AS the 

population is quite little the census method is accepted to be operated (population size 

equal to sample size) where the questionnaire distributed until reach the saturation point. It 

is known for all that the Arabic nations have strong social relationship especially, Libyan 

nation, therefor, the seven point lirket scale enhanced to be operated. 
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4.Findings & Conclusion 

Testing Hypothesis 

Doing hypothesis test can be worked by utilizing the measurable apparatus which is 

PLS soft ware, keeping in mind the end goal to have the t-test and contrast it with the 

settled amount of the one tail curve which is expressed to be 1.645. The hypothesis will be 

accepted when it is more than that fixed amount, otherwise it is rejected. Figure (1) will 

demonstrate the relationship between the instruments and the factors and how they are 

substantial. 

 

Figure (1) Research Model Analyzing 

For instance, accepting or rejecting the hypothesis is demonstrated according the shown 

table bellow due to the one tail curve. 

Table (1) Testing Hypothesis Results 

Hypothesis Variables 

Original 

Sample 

(O) 

T Statistics 

(|O/STERR|) 
Rsults 

H1 EG -> SD 0.49478 1.103468 Rejected 

H2 
Environment 

-> SD 
0.18467 1.07869 Rejected 

H3 SI -> SD 0.29752 3.08144 Supported 

 

According to the previous table, it is clearly shown that the both first hypothesis are 

rejected where the T.test is lower than 1.645 which means that, there is no predictive 

relationship between Economic Growth (EG) and Environment (E) with Sustainable 

Development (SD). Nevertheless there were many researches candidate the obviously 
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influencing on the sustainable development but in this research doesn’t effecting could be 

related to the environment of collecting that which is different from research to the other 

research as well as the time of collecting data. In the other hand there were absolutely 

supporting of the third hypothesis which means there is a strong relationship between 

Social Influence and Sustainable Development. the R-square was approximately 0.461 

which means the powerful percentage of the discriminant validity is 46.1% where this 

pattern demonstrated that the independent variables capable to explain this phenomena by 

46.1% and the other 53.9% can be explained by another independent variable where 

excluding in this research. Table (2) involved more information about discriminant validity 

and R-square. 

Table (2) Discriminant Validity 

Variables AVE 
Composite 

Reliability 

R 

Square 

Cronbachs 

Alpha 

Square 

root of 

AVE 

EG 0.274736 0.314895   0.404934 0.52415265 

Environment 0.284224 0.318556   -0.219625 0.53312663 

SD 0.635624 0.774914 0.461294 0.443104 0.79726031 

SI 0.574345 0.798971   0.668824 0.75785553 

 

Conclusion  

     This pattern is actually concern about the outcome of the research where it is 

commonly different from research to other research and that related to respondents 

knowledge as well as the time and the environment of collecting data. Meanwhile, many 

previous studies which concern about sustainable development found a positive 

relationship between economic growth and environment with sustainable development but 

this paper showed the opposite. In the other side there were a positive relationship between 

the social influence and the sustainable development which is related to close felling of 

people who are the powerful of concerning for the next generations in order to keep 

material resources for a long time. 

5. Recommendations 

Related to our daily experience and to what we have got from observing this 

research we would like to recommend such important points as shown below: 

1- More consideration should be given to economic growth and environment as it is a vital 

demand for sustainable development 

2- Providing workshop and insist the academic staff to participate in conferences because 

of limitted knowing of academic staff of sustainable development. 
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